
EZGO RXV NERF BARS 

Installation Instructions 

Black- Part# 7458             
 

Parts List         B                                                            
Driver Side Nerf Bar-1                    D                                                       

Passenger Side Nerf Bar-1 

Nerf Bar Mount-1                                                                                       E 

Diamond Plate Step-2 

Hardware Kit-1                D 

     C       A 

 

 

 

 
     NOTE:  Driver and passenger side nerf bar are different, the top 

picture shows the nerf bars as you would see them looking at the driver 

side of the car.  The raised mounting plate goes to the rear of each side as 

shown. 

 

1. Lift the car and place the frame on jack stands. 

2. Using the supplied u-bolts loosely mount the nerf bar mount 

to both sides of the I-Beam frame as shown in FIGURE 1.  

Do not tighten at this time. 

3. Loosely install the front portion of the nerf bars (Items A & 

B) to the nerf bar mount (Item C) at this time using the 

supplied 5/16 x 2 ¼” bolts, locknuts & flat washers as shown in FIGURE 2.  Do not tighten at this time.  NOTE:  

When mounting make sure tabs are on the bottom and  
4. Install the rear nerf bar mounts to the stock body mounting 

stud using the supplied M10 x 1.5 locknut, & flat washers as 

shown in FIGURE 3. 

5. Once nerf bars are in place securely tighten all bolts.  

6. This nerf bar kit comes with an optional diamond plate step 

(Item D).  If you want to install the diamond plate step place 

it on top of the nerf bar in the desired location.  Using a 

marker or punch mark the three holes on the nerf bar.  Using 

a 3/16 drill bit drill through the three marked holes in the nerf 

bar.  NOTE:  Make sure you only drill through the top 

section of the nerf bar.  You do not drill through the 

entire nerf bar. 
7. Using the supplied rivets mount the diamond plate step to the 

nerf bar using the 3 holes you just drilled. 
 


